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Objective: Intraoperative localisation of the sensorimotor cortex using the phase reversal of
somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs) is an essential tool for surgery in and around the perirolandic
gyri, but unsuccessful and perplexing results have been reported. This study examines the effect of
tumour masses on the waveform characteristics and feasibility of SEP compared with functional neuro-
navigation and electrical motor cortex mapping.
Methods: In 230 patients with tumours of the sensorimotor region the SEP phase reversal of N20-P20
was recorded from the exposed cortex using a subdural grid or strip electrode. In one subgroup of 80
patients functional neuronavigation was performed with motor and sensory magnetic source imaging
and in one subgroup of 40 patients the motor cortex hand area was localised by electrical stimulation
mapping.
Results: The intraoperative SEP method was successful in 92% of all patients, it could be shown that
the success rate rather depended on the location of the lesion than on preoperative neurological defi-
cits. In 13% of the patients with postcentral tumours no N20-P20 phase reversal was recorded but
characteristic polyphasic and high amplitude waves at 25 ms and later made the identification of the
postcentral gyrus possible nevertheless. Electrical mapping of the motor cortex took up to 30 minutes
until a clear result was obtained. It was successful in 37 patients, but failed in three patients with pre-
central and central lesions. Functional neuronavigation indicating the tumour margins and the motor
and sensory evoked fields was possible in all patients.
Conclusion: The SEP phase reversal of N20-P20 is a simple and reliable technique, but the success
rate is much lower in large central and postcentral tumours. With the use of polyphasic late waveforms
the sensorimotor cortex may be localised. By contrast with motor electrical mapping it is less time con-
suming. Functional neuronavigation is a desirable tool for both preoperative surgical planning and
intraoperative use during surgery on perirolandic tumours, but compensation for brain shift, accuracy,
and cost effectiveness are still a matter for discussion.

Accurate preoperative and intraoperative localisation of
the sensorimotor cortex is an essential adjunct to
successful surgical excision of tumours involving the

precentral and postcentral gyri. During the past decade the use
of anatomical landmarks usually displayed by CT1 or MRI2 has
been further developed by advanced functional neuroimaging
techniques which include functional MRI (fMRI),3–6 magnetic
source imaging (MSI),7 8 and PET.9 These non-invasive
diagnostic tools not only provide excellent information for
presurgical planning but their integration into neuronaviga-
tional systems allows safer and more radical surgery in and
around the sensorimotor cortex.4 8 10

Traditionally, intraoperative identification of the perirolan-
dic gyri has been accomplished using electrophysiological
techniques, either electrical stimulation mapping of exposed
motor cortex11–13 or recording the phase reversal of somatosen-
sory evoked potentials (SEPs) across the central sulcus.11 14–20

So far they have not become obsolete because the availability
of functional neuronavigation is still limited, methodological
problems may complicate the recording of fMRI or MSI in
some cases, and its cost effectiveness is a matter for
discussion.21 22

The recording of SEP phase reversal is considered a reliable
tool and has been regarded as a reference standard for
functional neuroimaging studies10 23; however, several studies
reported on limitations and failures of the technique
especially in patients undergoing surgery for removal of peri-
rolandic mass lesions.11 15 24 25 A high variability of SEP

latencies and amplitudes is found in the presence of a

tumour,11 14 but detailed analyses of cortically recorded SEP

waveforms were mainly performed in non-lesional patients

with epilepsy19 26 27 or were based on case reports.14 24 25 The

purpose of this study was to examine the feasibility and the

waveform characteristics of SEP phase reversal under the pre-

requisites of space occupying perirolandic tumours varying in

size, anatomical location, and functional sensorimotor impair-

ment in a large consecutive series. In two subgroups the ben-

efit from combinations with electrical motor cortex stimula-

tion and functional neuronavigation was examined.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
In 230 consecutive patients undergoing open surgery the

localisation of the central sulcus was performed by SEP

recordings from the exposed cortex. Their mean age was 46.5

years (SD17.7) including five children between the ages of 6

and 14. Eleven patients were examined twice because they

required a second operation on a recurrent tumour.

In all patients space occupying mass lesions in and around

the sensorimotor cortex were diagnosed by preoperative CT or
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MRI, the average maximum tumour size was 3.8 cm (SD 1.2)

in diameter. Patients undergoing surgery for epilepsy without

structural brain lesions and arteriovenous malformations

were excluded. Glioma was the most frequent diagnosis,

followed by metastases, meningiomas, and other tumours

(table 1). Seventy two patients (31%) showed focal sensorimo-

tor deficits preoperatively (44 mono or hemiparesis, 12

hypaesthesia, 16 both); 158 patients were asymptomatic

before surgery (69%); they were diagnosed after transient or

non-specific clinical symptoms such as convulsions or

headache (table 2).

Only space occupying lesions within or adjacent to the

precentral and postcentral gyri were included in the study. The

patients were divided into five groups (fig 1 A): Frontal lesions

adjacent to (a; n=41) or invading (b; n=76) the precentral

gyrus, central tumours below or within the rolandic fissure (c;

n=49), and parietal lesions invading (d; n=39) or adjacent to

the postcentral gyrus (e; n=25). Patients harbouring extra-axial

tumours such as meningiomas were assigned to a group

according to that area on the brain surface where the maximum

compression of cortical gyri was found. The classification and

clinical data are summarised in figure 1 and table 2.

METHODS
All patients were operated on under general anaesthesia using

midazolam, nitrous oxide, and a short acting muscle relaxant

(succinylcholine, atracurium besylate) for induction. During

surgery muscle relaxants were avoided and anaesthesia was

maintained with intravenous infusion of propofol and

fentanyl, sufentanil, or alfentanil. Immediately after the

operation the surgeon was asked to give his estimation of the

completeness of tumour removal (complete, subtotal, or

biopsy). All patients were examined by CT or MRI between 1

day and 3 months after surgery, but this information is not

included in this study.

The SEPs were recorded in a four or eight channel montage
using a Pathfinder I or a Viking IV-P (Nicolet Instruments,
Madison, WI, USA). Display and nomenclature of SEP peaks,
as well as stimulation and recording variables, were chosen
according to commonly used standards.28 The median nerve
contralateral to the lesion was stimulated at the wrist with 5.1
pulses/second and a current intensity between 5 mA and 10
mA until slight twitches of the thumb were obtained. A sub-
dermal needle electrode at the forehead served as the
reference (length 12 mm, 26 gauge), all recordings were
performed using a filter band pass of 30–3000 Hz and a time
base of 50 ms. After dura opening the surgeon was asked
where he would expect the central sulcus to be located, if he
could recognise the tumour mass on the cortical surface, and
if the perirolandic gyri were displaced or infiltrated by the
tumour. In 80 patients additional information was obtained
from functional neuronavigation (see below).

In 154 patients a grid and in 76 patients a strip electrode
with 10 mm interelectrode spacing (Cortac, 5×4 contact grid
or 4, 6, or 8 contact strip electrode, PMT Corporation,
Chanhassen, MN, USA) was placed over the putative central
sulcus. The waveforms recorded from the 20 contact array
were obtained by sequentially recording five channels at a
time using a switchboard. Although grid electrodes were pre-
ferred generally strips were chosen in case of small
craniotomies (<5 cm in diameter), in patients operated on for
meningiomas or recurrent tumours and if bridging veins pre-
vented safe placement on the cortical surface. The placement
of the electrode was intended (1) to cross the putative central
sulcus, (2) to cover the hand area of the sensorimotor gyri, (3)
to make an angle of 15 degrees with the sagittal direction, and
(4) not to cover the centre of the lesion but rather to lie adja-
cent to the visible margins of the tumour mass. The location of
the electrode was adjusted to obtain maximum peak
amplitudes by moving it in a mediolateral and frontoparietal
direction or rotating it by angles of 15 degrees (fig 1 B).

In addition the hand area of the precentral gyrus was local-
ised using electrical stimulation in 40 patients. The mapping
technique we used for cortical stimulation is similar to that
reported by others during both cerebral tumour and epilepsy
surgery.16 17 20 29 Two neighbouring contacts of the grid elec-
trode were used to apply a maximum of 250 constant current
rectangular pulses at a rate of 50.1 Hz and a duration of 0.1 ms.
The stimulus intensity was adjusted gradually by increments
of 2 mA each to a maximum of 30 mA until a tonic movement
of the contralateral hand was produced. With the onset of the
stimulation effect the train was discontinued and the current
intensity was written down. The motor hand area was deter-
mined at the location where the lowest current intensity pro-
duced movement effects of the hand.

Eighty operations were planned and performed with image
guided frameless stereotaxy in combination with MSI. After
sensory and motor activation the localisation of magnetoen-
cephalographic sources on the basis of a single current dipole

Table 1 Distribution of diagnoses in
230 patients

Diagnosis n %

Glioma:
Grade I, II (WHO) 38 17
Anaplastic astrocytoma 14 6
Oligodendroglioma 11 5
Glioblastoma 47 20
Other gliomas 12 5

Metastasis 41 18
Meningioma 37 16
Other 30 13

Patients 230 100

Table 2 Summary of preoperative neurological findings and electrophysiological
results according to tumour location (groups A–E)

Group

Neurological deficit SEP localisation
Electrical stimulation
mapping

None Motor Sensory Both Yes No Total Yes No Total

A 35 6 0 0 40 1 51 8 0 8
B 66 9 0 1 73 3 76 7 2 9
C 10 27 3 9 42 7 49 6 1 7
D 27 2 6 4 33 6 39 9 0 9
E 20 0 3 2 23 2 25 7 0 7

Patients (n) 158 44 12 16 211 19 230 37 3 40

Yes=Central sulcus localisation successful; No=not successful.
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model was performed preoperatively using the MagnesII

biomagnetometer (Biomagnetic Technologies Inc, San Diego,

CA, USA) and data were fused with the MRI serving for the

intraoperative neuronavigation system. The Stealth Station

(Surgical Navigation Technologies Inc, Broomfield, CO, USA)

was used in 25 patients and the MKM neuronavigation system

(Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) in 55 patients. Our technique

of image guided frameless stereotaxy combined with magne-

toencephalography has been published.10 30

RESULTS
Feasibility of SEP phase reversal
The intraoperative localisation of the central sulcus with cor-

tically recorded SEP was successful in 211 patients (92%; table

2). It was possible in all of the patients to put the electrode on

the cortical surface with at least one contact behind or in front

of the central sulcus; however, in seven patients the electrode

had to be pushed subdurally beyond the margins of the crani-

otomy and the central sulcus was identified outside the area of

dura opening. Great care was taken not to injure cortical

bridging veins; in three patients this was the cause for chang-

ing from a grid electrode to a strip with four leads.

Nevertheless, the rolandic fissure could be determined safely

in these patients, too. The time spent on identifying the central

fissure after dura opening usually did not exceed 5 minutes.

No unwanted side effects were seen postsurgically except in

two patients who developed meningitis within the first

postoperative week; however, a clear connection between the

inflammation and the SEP recordings could not be demon-

strated.

In most cases cortically recorded SEPs were obtained after

50 to 100 averages, in a few patients only the number of

sweeps was greater than 200. Interpeak amplitudes between
the initial cortical and the subsequent waves between 25 and
45 ms were found in a wide range from 5 µV to 120 µV, the
latency of the first postcentral negativity, the N20 peak, was
measured between 16.2 ms and 24.6 ms with a mean value of
21.6 ms irrespective of body size, age, temperature, and
neurological deficits.

Intraoperative localisation of the central sulcus based on the
recording of the inversion of a postcentral negative and a pre-
central positive peak between approximately 18 ms and 24
ms—the N20-P20 phase reversal—was possible in 188
patients (82%) (figs 1 C and 2 A). In 23 patients (10 %) the
typical phase inversion at 20 ms was questionable or missing,
but from the electrode lying over the postcentral gyrus
characteristic late waveform components could be recorded:
Either one single negative wave with a markedly high ampli-
tude at approximately 35 ms in seven patients (fig 2 E) or a
polyphasic sequence of positive and negative peaks between
25 and 45 ms in 13 patients (fig 2 F) made the localisation of
the postcentral gyrus possible. The recording of a cortical
potential inversion failed and the localisation of the central
sulcus was impossible in 19 patients (8%; fig 2 D). During four
operations major technical problems were encountered as
could easily be recognised by the artifacts recorded. In two of
them this resulted from loose cable connections, in one patient
an inappropriate amplifier setup was chosen by mistake, and
in one patient the reason remained unclear. In 15 patients the
SEP waveforms remained flat or showed a large negative peak
between 20 and 35 ms only although the recording was tried
from various electrode sites (fig 2 D). The attempt to obtain
clear waveforms was futile even after the electrode was shifted
in an anterior-posterior or medial-lateral direction or after it
was rotated by angles of 15 and 30 degrees.

Figure 1 (A) Classification of patients into groups a-e according to tumour location in front of, within, and behind the perirolandic gyri. (B)
The recording electrode was rotated and shifted sagittally across the central sulcus to obtain maximum amplitudes. (C) A typical phase reversal
of the first cortical wave is shown obtained with a strip (left) and a grid (right) electrode. The course of the central sulcus (CS) is indicated by a
line and a triangle. F, frontal; P, parietal.
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Feasibility of functional neuronavigation with MSI and
electrical motor cortex stimulation
During 80 operations both the SEP phase reversal and

functional neuronavigation with MSI of the sensory and

motor dipoles were performed (in part results from a

subgroup of 50 patients published previously10). In all patients

magnetoencephalographic localisation of the sensory and

motor gyri was correct. This was confirmed by the SEP phase

reversal in 77 patients (96%). In two patients with large cystic

gliomas (group B) the magnetoencephalographic localisations

of the motor and sensory cortex were found adjacent to the

tumour margins but no SEP phase reversal was obtained.

During one operation SEP recordings were impossible because

of defective cables.
The use of electrical stimulation mapping to localise the

precentral gyrus was successful in 37 patients (93%) (table 2;
fig 3). The stimulation intensity necessary for movement
effects of the contralateral hand or fingers ranged from 2 mA
to 16 mA. Higher current intensities up to 30 mA were neces-
sary especially in patients presenting with a marked motor
deficit or harbouring large cystic tumours. In three patients a
further increase of stimulus intensity up to the maximum of
30 mA was futile at any cortical stimulation site. Six patients
showed a motor movement of the contralateral limb evoked by

stimulation at one circumscribed cortical spot only, but not
from elsewhere. In 31 patients movement effects were elicited
after stimulation at various sites on the brain surface (includ-
ing the postcentral gyrus in five patients). In all of them the
hand area of the motor cortex was determined according to
the stimulation trial with the lowest stimulus intensity neces-
sary for contractions of the hand. In two patients electrical
stimulations were stopped immediately after the onset of
jacksonian seizures. Both patients had a history of repeated
convulsions, the intraoperative seizures were terminated
promptly after a bolus of thiopental, midazolam, and
atracurium besylate was given intravenously. No additional
postoperative motor deficits or other adverse side effects were
found in the two patients who developed focal motor convul-
sions after cortical stimulations. The time required for electri-
cal stimulation mapping varied between 15 and 30 minutes
and depended markedly on the maximum stimulus intensity
of each pair of electrodes necessary to produce a movement
effect. In three patients the motor area could not be identified
with electrical cortex stimulation. One of them presented with
severe paresis of the right arm and hemihypaesthesia
preoperatively due to an astrocytoma grade 3 (World Health
Organisation (WHO)) symmetrically involving the central gyri
(group C). Likewise no SEP phase reversal could be obtained

Figure 2 Intraoperative SEP recordings across the central sulcus (CS). The typical N20-P20 phase reversal shows (A) a transitional waveform
recorded directly over the central sulcus. (B) Especially, in large precentral and central lesions some reduction of amplitudes was seen in frontal
recordings, or (C) the N20-P20 waves were broadened and deformed, although a clear phase reversal was obtained. (D) The SEP phase
inversion could not be recorded in 19 patients who showed no or extremely flat waveforms. In 23 patients the N20-P20 phase reversal was
questionable or missing, but the postcentral gyrus was indicated either by (E) a large P25-N35 amplitude or (F) by a polyphasic configuration
of waves at 25 ms and later. F, frontal; P, parietal.
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in this patient and a biopsy only was taken from the tumour.

Two patients were operated on for large mainly cystic glioblas-

tomas extending up to the cortical surface (group B), on

admission both showed mild hemiparesis. During surgery the

brain was markedly swollen, after mannitol was given a SEP

phase reversal was obtained but electrical stimulation failed.

Only the anterior parts of the tumour masses were resected

and no postoperative neurological worsening was seen.

Waveform characteristics of SEP recorded from the
exposed cortex
The effect of a mass lesion (groups a and e) on the SEP
In patients with tumours located distant from the central sul-

cus (groups a and e) SEP recordings from the postcentral cor-

tex and 2 or 3 cm behind showed the well known sequence of

peaks N20, P25, and N35. This peak configuration was similar

to that recorded from the scalp at C3’ or C4’ with amplitudes

being at least five times higher. By contrast with the postcen-

tral N20 the positive wave P20 was found constantly in

recordings from the precentral gyrus and in front of it. Wave-

forms were more complex if the electrode was lying adjacent

to or directly over the central sulcus: A varying number of

small peaks inserted into the major waves was seen giving the

impression of a transitional and less smooth waveform (fig 2

A). Potentials at about 20 ms equidistantly recorded from

behind and in front of the central sulcus did not show exact

peak inversion, especially the frontal positive mirror image to

the postcentrally recorded N20 exhibited a considerable vari-

ety of peak latencies. The expected precentral wave P20 was

found with both an increase and a decrease in latency of up to

2 ms; however, this was not an obstacle to clear localisation of

the central sulcus.

The most prominent succeeding components were a

postcentral negative wave between 30 and 40 ms (N35) and a

precentral N27 in recordings adjacent to the central sulcus. At

more posterior recording sites the pattern of the postcentral

N35 was not changed except for a gradual reduction of ampli-

tude. Regarding the precentral N27 a reduction in both ampli-

tude and latency was often noted after having moved the

electrode to more anterior sites—for example, from N27 to

N25 or N24 with an interelectrode distance of 1.0 cm (fig 1 C,

left). In general there was no systematic effect of the tumour

masses in groups a and e on the SEP phase reversal despite the

fact that some of the patients had motor or sensory deficits

(table 2).

The effect of a mass lesion (groups b, c, and d) on the
SEP
Patterns of SEP waveforms in patients belonging to group b

were similar to those recorded in patients in groups a and e,

but in most cases the precentral peaks were found consider-

ably smaller in amplitude compared with the peaks recorded

from behind the central sulcus. Precentrally recorded ampli-

tudes of P20 and N27 were found the smaller the larger the

underlying tumour mass was (fig 2 B). In nine patients

belonging to group b a motor deficit was seen preoperatively,

but there was no noticeable systematic effect of the paresis on

the SEP waveforms.

Eighty per cent of the patients with lesions that affected

both the precentral and the postcentral gyrus (group C)

exhibited preoperative neurological deficits (table 2). Al-

though it was necessary in almost all patients to place at least

some leads of the electrode across the tumour surface, in this

group a phase reversal N20-P20 was also obtained, but there

was a considerably higher number of patients in whom the

recording of a peak inversion was difficult. In almost all

patients it was necessary to repeatedly move the electrode in

an anterior-posterior and a medial-lateral direction or to

rotate it by angles of 15 or 30 degrees until the presumed cen-

tral sulcus was clearly identified.

In patients belonging to groups c and d two distinct SEP

patterns were seen. Especially if the postcentral cortical

surface was flattened by the underlying space occupying

tumour mass, either a prominent wave P25-N35 or a polypha-

sic sequence of peaks beginning at approximately 25 ms could

be recorded (fig 2 E and F). The polyphasic waveform patterns

showed three or four single peaks of similar amplitude and

appeared different from the usual V or W shaped N20-P25-

N35 sequence. Although these variable late components were

recordable from several prerolandic and postrolandic sites the

tracing picked up from immediately posterior to the central

sulcus was markedly higher in amplitude and thus served to

identify the postcentral gyrus. This was found with and with-

out N20-P20 phase reversal, but the peak N20 was usually

somewhat flattened and prolonged.

Clinical results
Without considering tumour size, location, histological diag-

nosis, grading, and preoperative neurological deficits the sur-

geon’s assessment of the extent of tumour removal was “com-

plete” in 93, “subtotal” in 121, and “biopsy only” in 16 patients

Figure 3 Electrical motor cortex stimulation. The hand area of the precentral gyrus is determined after serial mapping of the cortex
underneath the grid electrode. (C) For each stimulation trial the numbers interconnecting two electrode contacts give the lowest current intensity
in mA necessary to elicit a motor response. (A) Two dimensional contour plots show the motor hand area (bright area) close to the margin of
the electrode and, (B) after correcting its position, near the centre of the grid. Stimulation effects were obtained with the minimum current
intensity at the precentral motor hand area (3 mA), but motor responses after postcentral stimulation were also possible. CS, central sulcus; F,
frontal; P, parietal.
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(table 3). The postoperative sensorimotor function was

unchanged or improved in 192 patients (83.5%). Twenty eight

patients demonstrated transient mild hemiparesis postopera-

tively, but regained a normal sensorimotor status within 1

week. Transient aphasia was noticed in three patients (1.3%),

one with an astrocytoma grade 3 (WHO) and two with large

glioblastomas extending from the postcentral parietal cortex

to the posterior temporal lobe. Seven patients (3.0%) showed

severe focal motor deficits immediately after surgery. In three

of them the hemiparesis improved gradually within 12 days

and they were able to use this limb in daily life (paresis grade

4/5). In four patients a severe monoparesis of the contralateral

arm was found lasting longer than 2 weeks. Postoperative CT

showed marked local brain oedema around the resection area

in two patients; in one of them it was soaked with blood. The

other two patients (group b) with severe paresis had an

oligodendroglioma and a recurrent astrocytoma grade 3

(WHO); the postoperative CT suggested that the descending

motor pathways might have been affected surgically.

In the group of 80 patients undergoing surgery with func-

tional neuronavigation and SEP recordings 77 (96.3%) exhib-

ited unchanged or improved sensorimotor function postopera-

tively, but two patients (2.5%) developed mild transient motor

weakness (one low grade astrocytoma in group b and one

astrocytoma grade 3 in group A) and one had a marked but

incomplete hemiparesis postoperatively (glioblastoma in

group a).

Illustrative case
Shifting and rotating the electrode on the exposed somatomo-

tor cortex was particularly important in patients who did not

show the above mentioned waveform criteria for identifica-

tion of the rolandic fissure after the first recording was done.

A 32 year old woman presented with weakness of the right

arm and mild dysphasia. Brain MRI showed a left sided

tumour with positive contrast enhancement presumably

within the central region. A small craniotomy was centred

onto the tumour contour which was provided by the neuro-

navigational microscope (MKM system, Zeiss, Oberkochen,

Germany) and a four contact strip electrode was placed over

the putative central sulcus adjacent to the tumour margin (fig

4, left). The first SEP recording showed a negative wave

between 21 and 22 ms in all four tracings, but no phase

reversal and no polyphasic late components (fig 4 A). As the

strip electrode was crossing the tumour contour, which was

displayed by the neuronavigational microscope, the second

recording was performed after having the electrode rotated by

30 degrees to move the strip away from the tumour surface

and to cover the suspected hand area of the postcentral gyrus.

The recordings now showed an increasing amplitude of the

negative peaks in the two posterior recordings and a decreas-

ing amplitude in the two anterior recordings, but yet there was

no phase reversal (fig 4 B). Finally the electrode was shifted

more rostrally and it was rotated by 15 degrees to cross the

gyri in a perpendicular alignment. Now a clear phase reversal

Table 3 Postoperative clinical results

Tumour removal n % Postoperative neurological findings n %

Complete 93 40.4 Same or better 192 83.5
Subtotal 121 52.6 Worse 38 16.5
Biopsy 16 7.0 Transient mild paresis 28

Transient aphasia 3
Patients 230 100 Transient severe paresis 3

Prolonged severe paresis 4

Figure 4 Illustrative case. The MRI suggested a tumour of the central region, the intraoperative aspect showed a broadened gyrus enclosing a
superficial lesion (Tu) as delineated by the neuronavigational miscroscope (dotted line). The motor magnetoencephalographic source (MEF) was
found in the anterior bank of this gyrus. The N20-P20 phase reversal was obtained after shifting and rotating the electrode away from the
tumour centre (A, B, and C). Refer to text for details.
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was obtained between a large N20 at 21.4 ms (curve 2) and a

small positive wave at 22.2 ms (curve 3) making the identifi-

cation of the central sulcus possible (fig 4 C). The first

electrode (curve 1) was situated 1 cm more posteriorly and

showed a decrease of amplitudes, but no change in latencies.

The dipole of the motor evoked magnetic field (MEF) was

found in the anterior bank, but not in the centre of the

precentral gyrus adjacent to and slightly dislocated by the

tumour. The intraoperative pathohistological finding sug-

gested a glioblastoma and subtotal removal was performed

only. After surgery the patient showed slight improvement of

her motor weakness and dysphasia.

DISCUSSION
The SEP phase reversal technique is routinely used during

both surgery on tumours and non-lesional epilepsy surgery

around the sensorimotor cortex. The principle is based on the

polarity inversion of the primary cortical wave across the cen-

tral sulcus provided that at least one recording site is located

either behind or in front of it. In most cases it is possible to

obtain a SEP phase reversal and to localise the rolandic fissure

within a few minutes.11 15–17 19 20 31–33 If the cortical surface ana-

tomy, the location of the tumour, or neuronavigational devices

do not provide an idea of where the central gyrus is located a

large grid or a long strip electrode with six leads or more is

preferred to make sure that it is crossing the sensorimotor

gyri.18 Rarely, this may be complicated by the small size of the

craniotomy, cortical veins, or scars. During 80 operations per-

formed with the combined use of SEP and neuronavigation it

was very helpful to obtain additional information about the

patients’ individual anatomy and the correct placement of the

electrode was made easier. The situation, however, is more

complicated with an increase in tumour size, with severe

preoperative neurological deficits and with lesions invading

the precentral and postcentral gyri (groups b, c, and d). Under

such circumstances reduced feasibility and reliability of the

SEP phase reversal technique must be expected.

Gregorie and Goldring16 reported on SEP phase reversal and

electrical motor cortex stimulation in 32 patients with

tumours of the sensorimotor region. They presented illustra-

tive case reports and demonstrated the effect of displacement

and invasive growth of a tumour mass on the sulcal anatomy

in the sensorimotor area. In some patients they could not

obtain a phase reversal, but the cause remained unclear. Ced-

zich et al11 found a loss of N20 or P20 in 9% of their patients and

the recording of a phase reversal failed. They explained this

finding by an “off axis” recording from electrodes that were

not exactly aligned over the sensory and motor hand areas.

Similarly, this phenomenon was seen by Wood et al,19 who

recorded the SEP with independently positioned electrodes

from a widely exposed sensorimotor cortex. They emphasised

that “off axis” alignment of electrodes may not only make the

recording of a phase reversal impossible, but may even provide

misleading results during localisation of the central sulcus. By

contrast with Cedzich et al their study was performed in

patients with epilepsy without displacement or infiltration of

the central gyri by a tumour mass. Aiba and Seki14 were unable

to record a phase reversal in three of 18 patients due to severe

preoperative motor deficits. Babu and Chandy15 found after 65

central operations for tumours that in patients with predomi-

nant motor disturbance the SEP phase reversal could be

recorded in all patients, sensory deficits resulted in a reduction

of amplitudes, and in six patients with marked sensorimotor

deficits the attempt to record a SEP was futile. By contrast

Sonoo et al24 reported on two patients with major sensory defi-

cits and localised lesions of the postcentral gyrus in whom the

scalp recording of N20-P20 and later waveforms were

eliminated and only a widespread frontal negativity was

obtained. Surprisingly, in a patient with a precentral astrocy-

toma Suzuki and Yasui25 found a clear SEP phase reversal not
only across the central sulcus but also across the precentral
sulcus.

These examples show that perplexing findings must be
expected occasionally in patients with tumours: In a large
operative series of lesions differing in size, growth pattern,
location, and functional impairment about 10% of the patients
will not show the classic N20-P20 inversion, possibly as a
result of three causes: (1) the tumour desynchronises the
propagated afferent electrical volleys along the thalamocorti-
cal pathways, (2) the mass effect of the lesion distorts the
spatiotemporal projection of cortical electrical dipoles to the
brain surface, and (3) the recording site may not be appropri-
ate for recording a potential generated in the hand area of the
postcentral gyrus. In our series of 230 patients with tumours
the location of the lesion clearly showed an effect on the rate
of successful SEP recordings. It is not surprising that the
impact was greater in patients with lesions within the precen-
tral or postcentral gyri (groups b, c, and d) by contrast with
lesions in front or behind them (groups a and e). As expected,
the incidence of neurological deficits was highest in patients
belonging to group c; however, the rate of successfully
recorded SEPs was almost identical in groups c and d. This
suggests that the space occupying effect of a tumour may be
more important than sensorimotor deficits. We did not prove
this statistically because of the great variability in tumour size,
growth pattern, and location, but in many of our patients
examined with both SEPs and neuronavigation the motor and
sensory hand areas were found markedly compressed and
displaced by the tumour (as indicated by the corresponding
magnetic fields) although neurological symptoms were mild
or even absent. Obviously an electrically silent lesion acts as a
passive volume conductor and causes a spatiotemporal distor-
tion of electrical dipoles projecting to the cortical surface and
a loss of SEP waveforms without major clinical consequences.

In 20 patients we found the N20-P20 phase reversal being
distorted considerably or lost, but the electrode located over
the postcentral gyrus showed a typical polyphasic waveform
between 25 and 45 ms that is not found in standard scalp
recordings. This sequence of peaks was clearly distinct from a
transitional waveform obtained from an electrode that lies
directly over the central sulcus and records the spatiotemporal
summation of the mirroring postcentral and precentral
potentials. Wood et al19 suggested that the large positive-
negative waveform at 25 and 35 ms may serve as an additional
localising criterion, because it is usually recorded with the
highest amplitude from the postcentral gyrus at a location 10
mm medial to the hand area. By contrast with Wood et al we
saw a polyphasic sequence of waveforms beginning at 25 ms,
probably because of a difference in the filter settings. Wood et
al used band pass filters of 1 Hz-1000 Hz and found that the
postcentral P25 may easily interfere with the precentral
P20-N30 phase reversal. In our recordings a 30 Hz-3000 Hz
band pass filter was applied and the highest amplitude of the
polyphasic sequence was recorded from the postcentral gyrus
exclusively, thus serving as a safe localising criterion.

Electrical dipole generators contributing to the superficially
recorded SEP waveforms have been examined thoroughly, and
the number, the location and the orientation of neuronal
sources contributing to the N20-P30 and P25-N35 waveform
components have been discussed in detail.19 31 34–37 The most
widely accepted models describe two single dipole sources
separated spatiotemporally within the postcentral gyrus,
which generate the N20-P30 and the P25-N35 waveform
components.26 37 To understand the cortical representation of
the motor and somatosensory system studies have been
performed using dipole source calculation methods,26 36 38 elec-
trical stimulation mapping of the sensorimotor areas in awake
patients,31 39–41 and functional imaging techniques (fMRI, MSI,
PET).3 23 42 43 Some of the results seem controversial; however,
there is increasing evidence that the sensorimotor system
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must be understood as a complex and dynamic neuronal
network.41 44 Lehéricy et al45 combined fMRI data with electrical
stimulation mapping and found a high correspondence
between the motor somatotopical anatomy and function even
in patients with tumours within the central region. Bittar et
al23 used PET studies to demonstrate with statistical signifi-
cance that central lesions were more often associated with
altered activations, typically including secondary sensori-
motor areas. In patients with tumours or angiomas of the
sensorimotor cortex it has been shown that the reorganisation
of both cortical somatosensory receptive fields and the motor
efferent system is possible to some extent.6 46–49 Plasticity of the
brain is only one reason for the great interpatient variability of
intraoperatively recorded SEP waveforms, drug effects during
anaesthesia, neurological deficits and—most important of
all—the influence of a tumour mass of variable size, location,
and growth pattern make it extremely difficult to delineate
systematic effects. In a heterogenous clinical series of patients
with tumours it is desirable to rely on well known waveform
patterns that may easily be recognised after the first SEP
recordings have been obtained from the central region. One
template is the classic N20-P20 phase reversal; in addition we
could show that the recording of a polyphasic sequence of
waves from the postcentral gyrus serves well as another local-
ising criterion.

We have been able to localise the central sulcus with either
SEP phase reversal or electrical motor cortex mapping in
about 92% of the patients, in only one individual both
techniques failed. This patient did not belong to those being
operated on with functional neuronavigation, but because
motor and sensory MSI was successful in all 80 patients
examined (100%), it seems very likely that the method could
have helped in this special case, too. After operations
exclusively performed with the help of SEP 83.5% of patients
revealed unchanged or better clinical findings, whereas the
percentage of patients without postoperative worsening was
markedly higher (96.3%) in those operated on with the addi-
tional use of functional neuronavigation. On the one hand this
may result from the fact that functional imaging provides the
opportunity to perform preoperative patient selection and
meticulous surgical planning.50 According to the topographic
relation between a tumour mass and the motor or sensory
magnetoencephalographic sources the patients’ risk for devel-
oping additional morbidity may be assessed as high or low.
They will either be excluded from open surgical therapy or the
extent of surgical resection will be adapted individually.
Secondly, it is difficult to evaluate the feasibility of various
localising techniques on the basis of postoperative sensori-
motor findings as a criterion of assessment because patients
may have benefited from the additional use of intraoperative
frameless stereotaxy.

Functional imaging is a rapidly developing technique and its
incorporation into neuronavigation is an important contribu-
tion to surgery in eloquent brain areas. Future applications will
be the functional mapping of cortical areas associated with
visual and language functions as well as imaging of fibre path-
ways connecting functional brain regions. Nevertheless some
questions remain to be answered: (1) the localisation of the
sensorimotor hand area by MSI compared with fMRI and PET
has been reported to differ between 10 and 20 mm,4 42 (2) the
deformation of the cortical surface during operation on a
central tumour, known as brain shift, may range up to more
than 20 mm and thus markedly reduces the reliability of func-
tional neuronavigation.51 (3) By contrast with the MSI
technique fMRI is generally available on standard 1.5 Tesla MRI
systems, but it shows an error rate of up to 20% for localisation
of the central fissure in patients with brain tumours.52

The purpose of functional neuronavigation reaches far
beyond the mere localisation of the central sulcus, but this one
simple task can be fulfilled by the SEP phase reversal technique,
which is extremely fast, reliable, and cost effective. Provided

that a tumour mass has not distorted the patient’s sulcal anat-

omy of the cortex the localisation of the central sulcus is most

important for the surgeon to preserve the precentral and

postcentral gyri. However, in patients with large lesions the

physiological relation of functional areas to the sulcal anatomy

may be deformed markedly. Under these conditions the SEP

phase reversal method is unable to provide sufficient infor-

mation about the individual somatotopic organisation of the

precentral gyrus. This can be delineated accurately by electrical

stimulation mapping of the hand, leg, and face area of the

motor cortex, either in the awake patient12 or with the help of

multichannel electromyographic recordings.13

If necessary, electrophysiological recordings and stimula-

tions can be performed repeatedly during the ongoing opera-

tion, the electrical stimulation of superficial and descending

motor pathways bears the potential for real time continuous

monitoring.13 53 54 As a result of different overall capabilities the

cost effectiveness of functional neuronavigation and the SEP

technique cannot be compared easily.21 22 The costs for the

purchase and the maintenance of the equipment (the electro-

diagnostic and the neuronavigational system, fMRI, or MSI)

differ markedly, the costs/patient depend on the price of a sin-

gle use cortical electrode on the one hand and on the price of

preoperative diagnostic and functional MRI examinations on

the other. As costs are a matter for discussion the surgeon

should select the appropriate technique for each single case

specifically, however, to further improve safety and effective-

ness of surgery within the central region the complementary

effects of several techniques are desirable. Especially in high

risk patients a future perspective is offered by the combined

use of electrophysiological identification of deep seated func-

tional areas with three dimensional visualisation of cortico-

spinal pathways55 and intraoperative MRI.

CONCLUSION
The cortical recording of the N20-P20 phase reversal of soma-

tosensory evoked potentials is a simple and reliable technique

to localise the central sulcus on the brain surface. It has gained

widespread availability, the recording equipment is low priced

and the costs/patient are restricted to the price of one

electrode grid or strip. Although the success rate is rather high

in general (>90%), in large central and postcentral lesions the

recording of a typical N20-P20 phase reversal may be

questionable or even impossible.

Late waveform components of the median nerve SEP (a

high negative wave or a polyphasic sequence of positive and

negative peaks between 25 and 45 ms) can serve as an

additional index to identify the postcentral gyrus or the

central sulcus respectively. Although the success rate of the

SEP phase reversal can be improved by these indices, the

method has drawbacks: (1) accurate localisation of the hand

area of the motor cortex requires electrical stimulation

mapping of the central region; to map the somatosensory cor-

tex the patient needs to be awake during surgery. (2) The

effect of large central tumours on the cortical SEP recorded

after tibial nerve or trigeminal nerve stimulation has not yet

been examined systematically and the feasibility of the SEP

technique has not been verified for the leg and face area of the

somatosensory cortex. (3) The SEP phase reversal is a method

for localisation of the cortical surface only. During the removal

of deep seated tumours within the white matter functional

neuronavigation is superior because of its capability to offer

three dimensional spatial information in combination with

functional data.
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